DOLOMITI SUPERSKI
WOW MOMENTS
ARISE HERE
JUST ONE SKI PASS: 12 SKI AREAS
Just one ski pass gives you access to 1,200 kilometres of sunny, snow-covered slopes, surrounded by the magical landscape of the Dolomites. All this in one single ski carousel. Thanks to the 450 modern lift facilities, you can explore 12 ski areas, 50 different villages, 65 fun parks and endless miles of perfectly groomed slopes.

THE MOST SOUGHT-AFTER DESTINATION IN THE ALPS
Our lift facilities are a gateway to the utterly stunning unspoiled landscapes of the Dolomites, some of the most famous mountains in the world that glow pink at sunset. They are the secret-keepers of distant geological ages and have been awarded UNESCO World Heritage.

BOUNDLESS LIKE THE MOUNTAINS
Dolomiti Superski is the largest ski carousel in the world. You can enjoy spectacular views of the vast, majestic peaks as you ski through the Dolomite valleys. You can select the level of difficulty, test yourself on a downhill slope, enjoy the silence and the whisper of the forest, or choose an effortless ascent to the summit. Wherever you go, discoveries await.

What we want to hear is the sound of your astonishment. WOW NOW

1 Cortina d’Ampezzo
2 Kronplatz – Plan de Corones
3 Alta Badia
4 Val Gardena / Seiser Alm
5 Val di Fassa / Carezza
6 Arabba / Marmolada
7 3 Zinnen Dolomites
8 Val di Fiemme / Obereggen
9 San Martino di Castrozza / Rolle Pass
10 Gitschberg Jochtal – Brixen
11 Alpe Lusia / San Pellegrino
12 Civetta
SAFETY
SAFEGUARDING
SUSTAINABILITY

WHILE YOU ENJOY THE EXCITEMENT,
WE ARE WORKING BEHIND THE SCENES TO KEEP YOU SAFE
There are 3,000 of us taking care of your safety while you practise sports or other holiday activities enjoying nature, exploring our perfectly groomed slopes and experiencing the thrill of skiing for hours and hours, without stopping.

6,000 snowmakers guarantee perfect snow conditions on the slopes and more than 300 snow groomers set to work every night to create a smooth, compact surface, offering skiers the perfect base for maximum fun and total safety.

WE LOVE MOUNTAINS
The whole Dolomiti Superski team works together to guide people, visitors and residents, towards a unique, extraordinary and sustainable experience all year long, in winter and summer. Everything we do is driven by our respect for this unique environment, recognised by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site: a territory we love, where we feel a sense of belonging and where we act as guardians, so that we can enjoy it now and in the future.

Doing your part to stay safe on the slopes:
1. Respect others and your limits.
2. Ski according to your level of ability.
3. Respect the safety distance and be careful when you overtake.
4. Insure yourself against possible accidents.
5. Helmets are compulsory up to 14 years of age. Use your head and wear one too.

SAFETY

SERVICES AVAILABLE IN ALL VALLEYS:
Free Wi-Fi hot-spots · tourist information centres · ski pass offices

THE NUMBERS
97% compact snow coverage
100% hydroelectric energy for lift facilities and snow making facilities
320 snow groomers
3,000 employees
6,000 snow generators

Behind the scenes, we are guiding you towards amazement. WOW NOW
DOLOMITI SUPERSKI SKI PASS
THE KEY TO A UNIQUE WORLD

With one ski pass, Dolomiti Superski gives you access to the most beautiful mountain landscapes in the world. The Dolomites, designated a World Heritage Site by UNESCO, will give you moments of unbelievable emotion: dawns and sunsets that paint the peaks in pink, swathes of snow-covered woods, enchanting views and romantic spots where you can lose yourself in nature - providing the backdrop for your perfect days, spent in the light of sun-drenched slopes.

12 ski areas, 1,200 km of slopes, 450 of the newest lift facilities, surrounded by a spectacular setting as old as time, will become the ideal setting for an adventure full of emotion and excitement.

Come and experience the world’s exclusive ski carousel and surprise yourself!

WOW NOW

#dolomitisuperski
#dolomites
#dolomitesunesco
A holiday with your loved ones is the most wonderful gift you can give to your children. You can teach them to love and respect nature, animals and the environment, but meeting them in the heart of the Dolomites is a truly unforgettable experience. Learning to pet a horse, feeling the thrill of the first ski run on a layer of glistening snow and the pride of making it alone from the top of the slope to the bottom – these are milestones and moments that your children will carry with them and be proud of all life long.
SUPERSKI KIDS
THE BIG MOUNTAIN FOR SMALL SKIERS

DOLOMITI SUPERSKI KIDS
Dolomiti Superski offers fun for all the family, in complete safety. Enjoying the sun and the snow with your children is easier and easier and more and more fun.

32 family fun lines, 18 snowparks, 4 museums directly on the slopes provide the opportunity for all children to practise sports and have fun while exploring the wonders of this unique landscape.

Safe fun on the slopes: the Dolomites ski schools.

Experienced ski instructors are available for children aged from 4 to 12 years, for beginners or those who have already done some skiing, to guide them on the slopes and make sure they have fun. The little ones (3-4 years) can take their first try on skis safely in the kids’ parks.

PROMO KIDS < 8 GO FREE
Children under 8 years get a free skipass.* Kids and teenagers up to 16 years get 30% discount on daily and multi-day ski passes.

Dolomiti Superski Kids: when the kids say yeah! WOW NOW

* For more information, see the Dolomiti Superski price list or visit dolomitisuperski.com/Family.
SUPERSKI FAMILY
FREE TO CHOOSE

GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR FAMILY TIME
Superski Family guarantees the best price and maximum flexibility for families of at least three people. Parents, children and grandparents can share extraordinary moments, in the spectacular natural setting of the Dolomites UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Each family member will be given a season ski pass, which can be used as desired: with the whole family or exploring new slopes alone.

- FAMILY MEMBERS
  from 3 to 8 people;
- DAYS minimum of 10 days for each family member;
- FLEXIBILITY each family member included in the Superski Family can use the ski pass independently and exchange days with other family members.

FREEDOM OF USE AT A SENSATIONAL PRICE
Enjoy the service at an incredible price: check it out*.

Dolomiti Superski Family: sensational prices for unique experiences
WOW NOW

*For more information, see the Superski Family price list or visit: dolomitisuperski.com/SuperskiFamily
WITH THE NEW DOLOMITI SUPERSKI APP, YOU ARE THE MAIN ACTOR

For the new App, we use the latest technology and digital options to put you in the front seat, in the heart of a totally unique world: live information about lift facilities and slopes, webcams located in the 12 ski areas, up-to-date weather forecasts, new ski maps and a route planner. With the Dolomiti Superski App on your smartphone, you will always know exactly where you are, and you can plan where you want to go and how to get there. Download the App to get the most out of our services and enjoy 100% of your day on the slopes.

DOLOMITI SUPERSKI APP:
THE ULTIMATE TOOL TO ENJOY THE DOLOMITES!

DOWNLOAD IT NOW FROM:
App Store & Google Play
The new Dolomiti Superski App provides information about the 1,200 km of slopes in the 12 ski areas. For each area and slope, you can see which ski circuits are open, the live webcams, the latest snow and weather forecasts, information about mountain huts, Wi-Fi access points and much more. Using GPS, your position is geolocated and displayed precisely on the map, making it easier for you to find your way around.

Use your MyDolomiti profile to access the application and record detailed information about your ski days, check the distance covered, altitude changes, and display the distance covered on the aerial map. The more tracks you record and targets you hit, the more badges you unlock. Play and compete with your friends or with all the other skiers in the ski area and compare the number of badges.

Dolomiti Superski App: amazing technology
WOW NOW

*To download the App and for more information see dolomitisuperski.com/App
MY DOLOMITI
JUST ONE CLICK
BETWEEN YOU
AND THE SLOPES

MYDOLOMITI COMMUNITY: SIMPLE, QUICK, INTERACTIVE

With your MyDolomiti profile you can:
■ access easily to all online services
■ connect to the Community and to your friends
■ enjoy playing with your friends and find out where you are in the rankings
■ free access to Dolomiti Superski Wi-Fi hotspots

Link your ski pass to your MyDolomiti profile to check your daily ski performance and challenge your friends in the rankings.

CREATE YOUR PROFILE TO
- BUY YOUR SKI PASS ONLINE
- CHECK YOUR SKI PERFORMANCE
- TAKE PART IN THE END-OF-SEASON PRIZE DRAW!

DOLOMITISUPERSKI.COM/MYDOLOMITI
MY DOLOMITI
JUST ONE CLICK
BETWEEN YOU
AND THE SLOPES

MYDOLOMITI: YOU CAN
With MyDolomi, you can chat with friends, check your skiing performance, challenge other skiers, take part in the prize draw, and link the ski passes of your children and family.

■ ONLINE SHOP AND RECHARGE
With your MyDolomi profile, you can easily purchase ski passes and gift vouchers online, collecting them from a ticket box or at a ski pass office. Alternatively, you can use the Hotel Skipass Service to request delivery of the ski pass directly to your hotel. If you have a MyDolomi Skicard, you can quickly and easily recharge your preferred ski pass from your home.

■ PERFORMANCE CHECK
Transform your experiences on the slopes into numbers: How many kilometres of slopes did you ski? How many lift facilities did you use? Monitor all this information by using MyDolomi and have fun playing with your friends and finding out where you are in the rankings: Who gained more metres in altitude? Who skied in the most ski areas? Who unlocked the most badges?

■ PRIZE DRAW
Join the MyDolomi Community, link your ski pass to your profile and indicate that you want to take part in the prize draw at the end of the season.

REGISTER NOW! GO TO
dolmitisuperski.com/MyDolomi

MyDolomi: sign up and join in the fun WOW NOW TECHNOLOGY
MY DOLOMITI REWARDS YOU
YOU HAVE FUN, WE REWARD YOU

MY DOLOMITI REWARDS YOUR PASSION
If you have joined the MyDolomiti Community and have linked your ski pass to your profile, you can sign up to win one of the prizes at the end of the season.

REACH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING LEVELS:

LEGEND
12 ski areas, 24 days, 120 different lift facilities
Prizes: 15 Dolomiti Superski season ski passes

EXPERT
6 valleys, 12 days, 80 different lift facilities
Prizes: 11 holidays with Dolomiti Superski ski pass

ROOKIE
3 valleys, 6 days, 40 different lift facilities
Prizes: 2 Mountain Force® ski suits
10 Uvex helmets with Uvex goggles
7 packs of Ferrero® products

HOW TO TAKE PART
Join the MyDolomiti Community
Link your ski pass to your profile
confirm that you would like to participate in the end-of-season prize draw and ...
start skiing!

FIND OUT MORE AT dolomitisuperski.com/Rewarding

MyDolomiti: sign up and WIN
WOW NOW

PARTNERS
SHARE YOUR FAVOURITE PHOTOS WITH US
USING THESE HASHTAGS:
#WOWDOLOMITISUPERSKI
#DOLOMITISUPERSKI

FOLLOW US TO DISCOVER OUR WOW

**SHARE AMAZING PHOTOS**

Are you enjoying the breathtaking beauty of the Dolomites?
Enchanted by the lofty mountain peaks, enthralled by the magic of the stunning nightscapes, while snowshoeing by torchlight, thrilled by steep descents along the 1,200 kilometres of boundless slopes that take you from one valley to the next in a unique network, take a moment to share your mountain adventure, the sensory experiences, the excitement and the feeling of joy with your friends.

Every instant becomes a story. Every story becomes a dream.
Tell the story of your unforgettable experience at Dolomiti Superski, using your own words and pictures.

Live for the moment, take a photo and post it right away! Take photos and videos of the most beautiful landscapes. Show our spectacular, sun-drenched slopes covered with perfect snow. Share moments spent in stunning mountain huts, tasting the delicious local dishes while admiring the breathtaking mountains from a panoramic terrace. 

We have a social wall for WOW shots! One of these could be yours

**WOW NOW**

Discover our social world and follow us to love and dream of Dolomiti Superski!
DOLOMITI SUPERSKI
FUNPARKS
THE EXHILRATION
OF THE MOUNTAIN

FUNPARKS TO FEEL FREE

The mountain is an enduring challenge. Verticality, altitude, descents – each experience can be taken to the limit and can give you sensations you have never experienced before. The most amazing emotion is the sense of immense freedom. Flying, jumping, making loops and helicopters, acrobatics and spectacular landings, on skis or on a freestyle board, while the breathtaking landscape of the Dolomites surrounds you – you will think you are in paradise.

18 snowparks
32 family fun lines
15 cross lines
FAMILY FUN LINES
The 32 family fun lines offer guaranteed fun for both big and small. From timing with video analysis to numerous special slopes with tunnels, figures, bridges, corners and small jumps, all on an impeccably groomed surface, ideal for all freestyle enthusiasts.

CROSS LINES
15 cross lines are available if you want to challenge your friends, testing yourself on fantastic slopes with jumps, steep corners, ripples and dips, so that you can increase your adrenaline levels.

SNOWPARKS
In the 18 snowparks created for all freestylers and snowboarders, fun is guaranteed. In the snowparks, you can learn freestyle at various difficulty and skill levels, or you can just enjoy the amazing show from the sidelines. The various ski areas offer a vast range of activities, including kickers, rails and boxes.

FUNPARKS IN THE DOLOMITI SUPERSKI CAROUSEL
Freestyle has become hugely popular and is practised and loved by millions of people around the world. Dolomiti Superski uses the newest technologies to offer a wide range of structures, with various levels of creativity in terms of equipment, difficulty and excitement. Our stunning mountains and beautiful natural surroundings provide the perfect finishing touch. If you have an untamed spirit, that loves the thrill of the challenge, the vertigo of a flat-out descent, you will find unlimited possibilities to have a blast and discover something new.*

FUNPARKS: emotions set free WOW NOW
#wowdolomitisuperski
#dolomitisuperfreestyle

* Find out more about the fun parks and information about their opening and closing times at dolomitisuperski.com/Funparks
PASSION FOR FOOD

A feast for the palate
Here, the kitchen is traditionally the place to meet up, catch up and warm up. Preparing food for friends and loved ones is an age-old gesture of unity and friendship.

At the Dolomiti Superski ski carousel, a UNESCO World Heritage Site - 415 mountain huts - 13 Michelin-starred restaurants are ready to delight customers and gourmets who wish to satisfy their passion for tasty cuisine, sampling the sublime dishes created by our chefs with our delicious local specialities.

The scent of tradition
Let the irresistible aromas and flavours of the culinary traditions of the mountain regions of Veneto and Trentino-South Tyrol carry you away. Famous Trentino salted beef, tosèla and cheese from local mountain huts, delicious speck, local artisan wines and beers, spatzle, dumplings, casunziei pasta, potato fritters, gnocchi, polenta and strudel, delicious sweets and tarts.

You will find an unbelievable range of tasty local dishes, served in a warm, welcoming atmosphere, surrounded by friendship and togetherness.

Unique tastes
WOW NOW
PLEASURE AND RELAX

Have a great time. Relax. Stay well
After dizzying snow-covered descents, take a little time for some mental and physical wellbeing and a bit of relax.

Joy for the body, peace for the mind.
The Dolomites UNESCO World Heritage Site is a natural remedy for the stress of busy city life.
Dolomiti Superski gives you the chance to rebuild yourself, restore your inner balance and enjoy renewed vigour. Holidays in the ski carousel of Dolomiti Superski provide the perfect combination of enjoying the natural beauty of the mountains, practising some alpine sport in a spectacular setting, and relaxing in an atmosphere that restores both body and spirit, enjoying the treatments while you gaze on landscapes you cannot find anywhere else in the world.

The culture of natural relaxation
The hotel spa and wellness centres offer various options for regeneration and a range of totally natural local cosmetic products that provide beneficial and curative effects suitable for everyone, such as the famous hay baths, which boost blood circulation, stimulate the metabolism and restore mental and physical energy.
Dive into the warm swimming pools. Lull your body in the regenerative water. Strengthen yourself in the sauna. Focus on wellbeing.

Unrivalled relaxation
WOW NOW

WELLNESS
THE TRIUMPH OF THE SENSES
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>CORTINA D’AMPEZZO</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>120 km of slopes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>121 km of cross-country skiing trails</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>35 lift facilities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>114 km of slopes with snowmaking systems</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>49 % red slopes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>38 % blue slopes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>13 % black slopes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 snowpark</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>44 mountain huts/restaurants</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2 Michelin-starred restaurants</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 museum on the slope</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**OLYMPIC / SPORTY / ELEGANT**

Cortina d’Ampezzo, the Queen of the Dolomites, is getting ready for the major event that will be the 2026 Milan Cortina Olympic Games. Its 120 km of impeccably groomed slopes provide unlimited skiing from November to May. All slopes lead to the Queen of the Dolomites, lying in its small valley, crowned by its splendid, immense mountains: Cristallo, Tofane, Cinque Torri, Sorapis, all part of the Dolomites UNESCO World Heritage Site. As you speed along its many celebrated trails, you will definitely run into some of the big names of international skiing.
In the heart of South Tyrol, between Brunico, San Vigilio and Valdaora, at an altitude of 2,275 m and in an incredible location with a stunning view over the surrounding peaks, a pleasant sun exposure and broad slopes with breathtaking views over the Dolomites UNESCO World Heritage Site, you will find 119 km of slopes for all tastes and styles and 32 latest-generation lift facilities. Long, wide descents that can easily be tackled by beginners. Five black slopes and four slopes that are fully illuminated at night, give you the opportunity to enjoy the thrill of night skiing, if you are one of those people who can never get enough of skiing.
ALTA BADIA

130 km of slopes
34 km of cross-country skiing trails
53 lift facilities
118 km of slopes with snowmaking systems

57% blue slopes
36% red slopes
7% black slopes
5 km of sledge slopes
1 snowpark
8 family fun lines
3 cross lines
38 mountain huts/restaurants

Experience the unique beauty of the majestic Dolomites UNESCO World Heritage Site, exploring 130 km of perfectly snow-covered slopes, including the legendary Gran Risa, home of the World Cup.

From here, you can set off on skis on one of the most beautiful circuits in the Alps, the Sellaronda, the celebrated tour of the four passes: Sella, Pordoi, Campolongo and Gardena, which skirts around the incredible Sella massif.

Alta Badia boasts wonderful local traditional food, and makes it possible to combine sport and Ladin cuisine, giving you the opportunity to savour the delicious local dishes, all made with local products.

AUTHENTIC / TASTY / STYLISH
VAL GARDENA / SEISER ALM

175 km of slopes
115 km of cross-country skiing trails
79 lift facilities
165 km of slopes with snowmaking systems
30% blue slopes
60% red slopes
10% black slopes
22 km of sledge slopes
3 snowparks
6 family fun lines
1 cross line
65 mountain huts/restaurants
165 km of slopes with snowmaking systems
2 Michelin-starred restaurants

UNIQUE / ARTISTIC / FREESTYLE

The joining of these two regions now offers an extraordinarily wide range of possibilities that combines the Dolomites, UNESCO World Heritage Site with the modernity of highly modern ski areas. From here you can either access the Sellaronda or have fun on the 500 km of slopes of the connected areas. The grandeur of the mountains and the pleasantly tranquil character of Europe’s largest high plateau are a magnet for skiers of all ages and families from far and wide, all of whom can expect a warm welcome from the locals, also in one of the many family-run mountain huts.
VAL DI FASSA / CAREZZA

With the ski pass you have access to 110 km of perfect, snow-covered, sun-drenched slopes, and to fantastic tours like the Sellaronda, the First World War Tour, the Ski Tour Panorama and others. If you want to push your limits, the "Vulcano", "Ciampac" and "Pra di Tori" black slopes have plenty of descents that will make you shiver. There are also snowparks for those who are looking for a bit of adrenaline, children’s fun parks on the snow and the Carezza sledge slope for anyone who wants to have some fun. What about relaxing in thermal baths? This resort has the only sulphur source in Trentino. Have fun.
ARABBA / MARMOLADA

62 km of slopes
38 % blue slopes
1 family fun line

7.5 km of cross-country skiing trails
52 % red slopes
20 mountain huts/restaurants

29 lift facilities
10 % black slopes
1 museum on the slope

60 km of slopes with snowmaking systems

HIGH / CHALLENGING / COZY

Take the cable car up to the top and admire the magnificent Dolomites UNESCO World Heritage Site. You will have a breathtaking view of the majestic Marmolada Glacier, overlooking the slopes from its altitude of 3,343 metres. Among these slopes, you will find the “Bellunese”, which is the longest and most spectacular in the Dolomites, starting at the peak of the Marmolada and leading down to Malga Ciapela. You can combine fun and culture by visiting the “Marmolada Grande Guerra 3000M” museum, plunging into an adventure.
With a single ski pass, you can ski all along the 115 km from Alta Pusteria to Veneto, and as you speed over the perfectly groomed slopes, the five mountains making up the stunning and magnificent Giro delle Cime, which soar to nearly 3,000 metres, surround you like the petals of a flower.

Here mountains are legendary: you can visit the two most famous lakes in the Dolomites, the Braies and Dobbiaco; the two nature parks richest in myths and fairy tales, the Three Peaks Nature Park and the Fanes-Senes-Braies Nature Park, and... the only reindeer herd in the Alps. Santa Claus is keeping them here. Make sure you bring your children to visit them.
**VAL DI FIEMME / OBEREGGEN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total slopes</td>
<td>111 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue slopes (% blue slopes)</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red slopes (% red slopes)</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black slopes (% black slopes)</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross lines (cross lines)</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lift facilities</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sledging slopes</td>
<td>10 km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snowmaking systems</td>
<td>111 km with snowmaking systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Night skiing slopes</td>
<td>6.5 km of slopes illuminated at night</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelin-starred restaurant</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HARMONIC / SUNNY / LIVELY**

Skiing in the enchanting Dolomites. Skiing in Val di Fiemme, you can touch the essence of the Dolomites UNESCO World Heritage Site. The contemporary chalets and mountain huts, in harmony with the snow-covered natural landscape, nourish the senses, as you enjoy jazz concerts and sparkling cocktails. Very comfortable lift facilities take the skiers along the 111 km of slopes of the Fiemme-Obereggen resort. Programmed snowmaking systems guarantee perfect snow conditions from December to April. The beauty of the Valley is reflected in the warmth of the wellness and in the hug of a glorious sunset. The night reveals what the day has been keeping hidden, illuminated slopes for night skiing and sledging, and romantic dinners under the stars.
SAN MARTINO DI CASTROZZA / ROLLE PASS

60 km of slopes
2.3 km of slopes illuminated at night
30 km of cross-country skiing trails
21 lift facilities
55 km of slopes with snowmaking systems

40 % blue slopes
47 % red slopes
13 % black slopes
2 km of sledge slopes
2 snowparks
15 mountain huts/restaurants

San Martino di Castrozza is a precious gem nestled at the foot of the majestic Pale di San Martino, one of the mountain ranges of the Dolomites UNESCO World Heritage Site. The slopes in the ski area are located inside the Paneveggio-Pale di San Martino Nature Park, in a natural setting rich in breathtaking panoramic views, and Alpine farms and mountain huts where you can restore yourself, sampling the delicious local cuisine. All of the lift facilities are powered by renewable energies. The new feature for winter 2020 is the new Cigolera chairlift, which is the first step in the modernisation of the connection between Ces-Tognola and the Malghe Ski Carousel.

NATURAL / VERTICAL / BREATHTAKING
Just a few minutes from Bressanone, a medieval city rich in culture, you will find a place where the best of winter sport is concentrated. 100 km of perfectly groomed, snow-covered slopes. One of the most famous black slopes in the Alps, the "Trametsch" which is 9 km long and has an altitude difference of 1,400 metres in the midst of a pine and larch forest.

The amazing RudiRun sledge slope, follows the Trametsch. At Rio Pusteria, two viewing platforms offer stunning views over more than 500 peaks and mountains of the Dolomites UNESCO World Heritage Site. From the Plose you can enjoy a breathtaking view. We are waiting for you.
You will have great fun, whether you love skiing or snowboarding! 100 km of perfectly groomed slopes wind their way through breathtaking views and welcoming mountain huts, super-equipped snowparks, cross lines and numerous events, organised at different times during the winter season. Skiers of all ability levels, including the most demanding ones, will enjoy unsurpassed excitement in the Alpe Lusia / San Pellegrino ski area. It’s a great choice, especially for youngsters and families.
CIVETTA

With 72 km of always snow covered slopes, Pelmo and Civetta offers beginner slopes, snowpark, cross lines, gourmet breaks in mountain huts and relaxing moments. It is a paradise for expert skiers, beginners, families and children. From Alleghe to Selva di Cadore to Zoldo, you ski in a pristine natural setting, surrounded by the magnificent Dolomites UNESCO World Heritage Site.

ALPINE / IDYLLIC / STUNNING
nutella®
La tua pausa ad alta quota.
A DAZZLING HOLIDAY

Is the heat taking your breath away? In the mountains, the landscape and the adrenaline will do that! Summer transforms the Dolomites into a first-class adventure world: bicycle tours, hiking, high-altitude tours, mountain hut tours, climbing, paragliding, excursions – it’s the perfect place for every sport.

With more than 100 lift facilities accessible by using the SuperSummer Card, you can experience an exciting journey and unforgettable moments with friends and family.

Take your children for a beautiful walk to see the wonderful flora and fauna in the Dolomites. It will be an unforgettable experience.
SUPERSUMMER CARD
This is the only card that gives you access to more than 100 lift facilities to explore the 12 valleys of the Dolomiti SuperSummer resort area. This means you can master the landscape of apparently insurmountable peaks, quickly and effortlessly covering the most tiring sections of the circuits, and enjoy the beautiful fragrances and colours of summer, feeling safe and relaxed.

The Dolomiti SuperSummer Cards:
1. Points Value Card (transferable) the perfect solution for families and groups, with savings on the lift journey cost of the single lift facility: 20% uphill and 35% downhill.
2. Period Card (day or multi-day card - bike transport included), the best solution for mountain bike lovers, multi-day customers and day-trippers using several lift facilities over the course of the day.
3. Season ticket, for unlimited fun during the whole summer season.

THE DOLOMITI SUPERSUMMER OFFER is divided into two main categories:
- Dolomiti Hike Galaxy
- Dolomiti Bike Galaxy

Dolomiti SuperSummer: ticket to excitement WOW NOW
#wowdolomitisupersummer #summerinthemountains #dolomitisupersummer
THE MOUNTAINS, ALWAYS BEAUTIFUL
The Dolomites in summer are the perfect destination for hiking, excursions and climbing at high altitude. The summer highlights the stunning beauty of the panoramic, geological and botanical trails dotted around our wonderful mountains, UNESCO World Heritage Site. The beautiful weather, pleasant temperatures and refreshing breezes make summer the perfect season to experience the challenge of the equipped routes and discover the historic sites spread throughout the region.

DOLOMITI HIKE GALAXY
Thousands of possibilities:
- more than 100 lift facilities
- 8 nature parks
- 3,000 km² of unspoiled nature
- more than 700 mountain tours for expert trekkers
- via ferratas
- paths that skirt historical monuments and natural elements
- equipped tracks with adventure stations
- interactive themed tracks for children

We take care of the landscape.
You are an actor in a unique spectacle.

Dolomiti Hike Galaxy:
one step at a time, towards the great outdoors
WOW NOW

#dolomitihikegalaxy
#magicdolomites
#mountainlovers
BIKE AND MOUNTAIN:  
THE PERFECT COMBINATION
The huge number of Dolomiti Bike Galaxy trails in the beautiful alpine valleys are the perfect synthesis of nature and adventure.
They combine healthy sporting activity in the fresh mountain air and the experience of the breathtaking Dolomites UNESCO World Heritage Site – pure adrenaline!

DOLOMITI BIKE GALAXY
- 3,000 km² of territory
- more than 250 km of trails
- more than 24,000 m of vertical drop
- more than 100 lift facilities

Access excitement on two wheels with the Dolomiti SuperSummer card and discover all the trails and tracks using the Dolomiti Bike Galaxy Map.

Once you’ve set off, follow the lines of the parabolic curves and cross the decks of the fully-equipped Bike Parks where the fun never stops.
Explore the Enduro trails from valley to valley: you, on your bike.

Dolomiti Bike Galaxy:
pedal wherever you like
WOW NOW

#dolimitibikegalaxy
#dolomitisupersummer
#dolomitesunesco
The DOLOMITI SUPERSKI season ticket is also valid for five days in the “SKIRAMA DOLOMITI Adamello-Brenta” ski area in Trentino.
Fun and adventure
Explore a unique and beautiful place without limits or boundaries. A pristine, sun-drenched panorama, 1,200 kilometres of perfectly groomed slopes, snow guarantee and plenty of sunshine will ensure you an unforgettable experience.

Come and live them now:
WOW NOW

#wowedolomitesuperski
1,200 km of slopes
12 ski areas
1 Dolomiti Superski ski pass
Electric has gone Audi.

Legendary quattro excitement meets full electric thrill with Audi e-tron.

Audi e-tron S5 quattro. Fuel consumption combined: (WLTP):
22.9 – 26.4 kWh/100 km; CO₂ emissions combined: 0 g/km.

The indicative fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions values are measured by the manufacturer on the basis of the WLTP homologation method (Regulation EU no. 2017/1151) including subsequent amendments and additions. Any additional option packages, driving style and other non-technical factors, may change these values. For further information about the above values, please ask at an Audi Dealer and visit the website audi.it.